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SMART 5G AND LED ACTION PACK AND PLAN 

 

This information pack gives an insight into the extreme dangerous situation we 

are in because of microwave warfare weaponry systems being deployed all 

over the country intended to harm and slow kill us with invisible radiation.  

 

This pack gives those with no prior in-depth knowledge the backbone to set 

up and hold emergency meetings in their local community, at work, their 

childrens’ school, housing association, etc. Schools and hospitals are 

extremely dangerous as they often have cell ‘phone towers on the roof. Those 

working in harbours and airports need to know they are under extreme 

radiation attack and must act fast. Everyone needs to get involved and inform 

door to door, street to street in EVERY village, town, city in the country in order 

to save life.   

 

There is no better evidence than showing those around you the readings from 

a Trifield Meter especially when used in a location that has active wifi which in 

addition has a cell ‘phone tower on the roof, or 5G death pole in vicinity. 

Check the reading after the wifi has been removed. This will help instant.   

 

FAILURE TO TAKE ACTION IS DEATH OVER TIME 

 

This information pack should be used together with Sacha Stone’s 

documentary: 5G Apocalypse, here 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY 

and Alex Jones’ special 5G broadcast, here: 

https://www.brighteon.com/56654081-2060-4639-9334-ec634cb113f6 

 

 

This pack consists of: 

 

• Overview 

• 3 articles:  

a) the first covers what is going on (the stealth erection and 

deployment of warfare weaponry) with links to videos for further 

information and a list of action needed to be done in your local 

community. 

b) the second covers how this is being deployed and who is behind it, 

together with the repeated list of action that needs to be taken in 

your local community. 

c) a sketch for a real direct democracy model, without politics and the 

other societal systems that hold us in bondage today. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY
https://www.brighteon.com/56654081-2060-4639-9334-ec634cb113f6
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We propose the pack is used in the following way: 

 

• Send the first article out by email to all you know, your colleagues, 

all parents at your childrens’ school etc calling for an emergency 

meeting and asking for assistance in arranging this. 

• At the emergency meeting see the film 5G Apocalypse 

documentary and Alex Jones’ special 5G broadcast.  

• Follow this up with reading out aload the second article so those 

attending hear the truth about how today’s societal systems and 

politicians are being used to genocide us. This second article, and 

the third, should be sent out by email to all attending the meeting 

AFTER the meeting. This way they focus on what you say at the 

meeting, and can read articles 2 and 3 at home in peace and quiet.   

• Immediate remove wifi and smart meter from the location where the 

meeting is held and set up work groups in your area to remove all 

life-threatening technology and inform others, so that the whole 

country learns the truth and takes action to save life.  
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THE SMART 5G and LED genocide of mankind 

 

This first in a series of 3 articles can be used as an information pack so that everyone 

without any prior technical knowledge can hold emergency meetings at their workplace, 

their childrens' schools and in their local community. The articles, in a 5G SMART LED 

Information and Action pack format, are attached in pdf form. Use them to save life, 

and watch Alex Jones' (InfoWars) special broadcast on 5G, linked below. 

Part 2  

https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/those-behind-the-smart-5g-led-genocide-and-

how-they-enforce-it 

Part 3 

https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/one-world-society-for-all 

SMART 5G LED Class 1 microwave warfare weaponry is being 

erected and deployed all over the world with the deliberate intent to 

depopulate mankind. Being marketed with phrases like lightning speed 

and wireless revolution, politicians and mainstream media worldwide 

are withholding the truth - that this is a Class 1 military microwave 

weapons system being deployed to depopulate humanity – for profit - 

despite the fact that this technology will kill them too – sooner or later.  

https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/those-behind-the-smart-5g-led-genocide-and-how-they-enforce-it
https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/those-behind-the-smart-5g-led-genocide-and-how-they-enforce-it
https://infowarriorsofnorway.com/articledetail/one-world-society-for-all
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Because mainstream media, ministers, politicians, city councillors and the 

telecommunications industry are all in collusion with one another –  and 

withholding the fact that this is a microwave weapons system – most have 

no idea of what is going on.  

It's important you realize that politicians are also criminal lawmakers 

that have ensured this lethal technology has been categorized as safe, 

and at the same time given themselves indemnity. High-end politicians 

are paid millions to lie, saying 5G is safe.  

  

 

The most common devices in this weapons system are smart meters, all 

SMART appliances (therefore the push for 5G cell ‘phones); 5G; the new 

LED street lamps and all other lighting with LED technology/light bulbs; 

5G death poles; "upgraded" cell ‘phone towers (to 5G warfare assault 

weaponry); traffic lights that radiate and scan you as you drive past; 

harmless-looking wastebins in towns equipped with radars and new 

manholes being made with a SMART device below ground. Wifi and all 

wireless devices are part of this network. 
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In areas where SMART 5G and LED is up and running insects are already 

dead, as well as small birds. These are the first to die – then pets - and after 

them it’s just a matter of time before your organs too start to collapse and 

you develop terminal cancer. Small children are the most susceptible and 

many are already dying from rare forms of cancer - all caused by 

radiation.  Although people are already dying colluding mainstream 

media is hiding the facts. 

 

You need to know that transmitters are stealth being installed in all new 

electrical appliances - such as printers, wifi, wireless smoke detectors and 

alarms, the receiver box for your TV station, printers and game consoles 

etc. A test with a HP OfficeJet 7510 printer revealed that it emits radiation 

with peak onslaughts of up to 16,0000 kW pr m2 every few seconds - just 

like a smart meter - EVEN WHEN THE PRINTER'S WIFI IS SHOWN 

AS SWITCHED OFF ON THE PRINTER SETUP MENU. Anything 

above 200 kW per m2 is dangerous for your health.  

The fact that radiating devices are stealth being built into household 

appliances, and the fact that you are being deceived, thinking that 

when you select "wifi off" you are "safe", should tell you how serious 

those behind this are in destroying your live and slow kill us. 

 

These devices are deliberate being built in so they are inaccessible and 

difficult to remove unless you are a technician. In addition they are being 

inserted in such a manner that they are connected to other parts of the 

appliance, so that if you remove the harmful transmitter, it won't work at 

all. This onslaught on humanity is extremely well planned and coordinated 

at very high levels throughout the manufacturing industry. What do you 

think about that? 

 

It's important you realize that smart meters (attached to 

water/gas/electricity) are the brain to these dangerous appliances in your 

home. They function as a war room joining all the smart appliances you 

have in your home together creating a network that intensifies their effect, 

harming you further. If you have a smart meter in your home it is vital you 

remove it now. The higher the number of wireless and transmitter 

containing devices you have in your home, the stronger the dose of 

radiation. The most lethal you own is your mobile 'phone. 

 

What these devices have in common is that they emit radiation pulses, 
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extract oxygen from the air near them - making the air nearby toxic - as 

well as burn the atmosphere, and therefore giving credit to the false 

"climate change" and "CO2" propaganda lies - which is about slow killing 

mankind through reducing the oxygen levels in the atmosphere. Nature is 

dependent on carbon dioxide to produce oxygen. We need oxygen to live. 

Do the maths. There are already dangerous low levels of oxygen in the 

atmosphere. 

 

The climate change is a scam, manufactured through the use of 

geoengineering weaponry so that those behind can steal more of our 

income through taxation (CO2 tax). Those who invented these scams 

themselves all own and fly around in their own private jets emitting huge 

amounts of CO2. What do you think about that? In addition to the 

geoengineering weaponry, the climate is now getting warmer as a result of 

radiation through the SMART 5G LED devices - allowing those behind - 

with the assistence of the media to proclaim "It's getting warmer!". 

Radiation combined with hot weather = best effect = kill off more people. 

Have you been told this? 

 

You also need to know that these devices are remote-controlled and can be 

used as a D.E.W. (Direct Energy Weapon), allowing those behind the 

systems to "tweak" the levels of radiation from few, infrequent pulses to 

extreme high density, for 

quick kill. It's possible for 

those behind to kill the 

population of an entire 

city within minutes, 

should they choose. A 

D.E.W. (Direct Energy 

Weapon) device was 

tested against a town in 

California last year 

(2018), called Paradise. 

The whole town, with its 

inhabitants, disappeared. 

All was turned into ash 

within seconds. This was 

a test run for what they have in mind for us. 

 

Especially targetted areas are shopping centre car parks, shopping centres, 
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city centres, traffic intersections, motorways, commuter roads, train 

stations, public transport, passenger ferry harbours, airports and cultural 

arenas – however the deadly SMART 5G LED lamps are being erected in 

every street! Hospitals are extremely dangerous because they already, 

insanely, often have numerous cell ‘phone towers on their roof, with 5G 

they are effectively killing their patients.  

Sitting on public transport surroundered by people all staring at their 

mobile ‘phone screens is a dangerous health hazard. With 5G active all cell 

‘phones are weaponized, slow murdering those addicted, who in addition 

are potentially murdering those around them forced to sit on the same 

train/bus/plane. Mobile 'phones and all wifi devices used on the body are 

literally frying us, as well as making us addicted, sterile and slow killing 

us. As this weaponry is remote controlled your mobile ‘phone you can be 

targeted, either to quick kill or send you levels that ensure you die within a 

few months - if you are a dissident - ditch your mobile 'phone NOW. You 

will know when this happens if your mobile feels very hot. Alex Jones, of 

InfoWars, in America experienced this recently, probably because he says 

the truth, and recent made an excellent broadcast about 5G. You can watch 

it here: Alex Jones' (InfoWars) 5G Special 

Those behind this technology have for years brainwashed our young to 

believe in the climate change and CO2 scam, without teaching them the 

basic facts of nature = that plants need CO2 to produce oxygen so we can 

breathe = live. The vast majority of the young have succumbed to the 

Goebbels style propaganda of the 16 year old Greta Thunberg, whose 

parents intermingle in globalist circles, and receive millions to keep on 

promoting lies through their daughter that has Asperges. Do a quick search 

on the internet with her name and note how many globalist organizations 

are supporting and gloating over her. This says all.   

  

https://www.brighteon.com/56654081-2060-4639-9334-ec634cb113f6
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SMART 5G LED devices are a remote-controlled weapons 

system that can be adjusted to target certain individuals or 

groups, quick kill the whole population within an hour or 

slow kill over time - depending on the chosen 

radiofrequency and density level.  

  

In addition these technologies 

spy on you around the clock 

through cameras and 

microphones and steal your 

data (through your smart 

meter). Smart meters can be 

rigged to triple or quadruple 

your electricity/gas/water 

consumption and therefore give 

you a massive bill - when in 

reality you have used almost no 

electricity at all. In other words 

they are easy to hack - on top 

of radiating you to the grave.  
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Do you know what SMART stands for? 

Secret 

Militarized 

Armaments in 

Residential 

Technology 

https://social.davidicke.com/index.php?/topic/637-mark-steele-5g-smart-

secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-technology/ 

https://stop5g.cz/en/tag/secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-

technology/ 

  

SMART 5G LED 

technology emits 

harmful pulsating 

radiofrequencies 

day and night, 

whether switched 

on or off, giving 

you a sequence of 

seeming unrelated 

ailments that your 

doctor won’t 

understand or 

recognize, but that 

are all signs that 

your organs are 

slow collapsing. When your doctor finally finds something he 

understands it’s too late – you’ve got terminal cancer – with only a few 

months to live.  

 Glastonbury Festival this summer was used as a testground for SMART 

5G LED. Thousands immediately got nosebleeds, had splitting headaches, 

a sensation of their eyes and heads burning, stomache pains and numerous 

other ailments - all of which has been hushed up. 

 

Thousands of staff attending the festival took sick leave because of 

https://social.davidicke.com/index.php?/topic/637-mark-steele-5g-smart-secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-technology/
https://social.davidicke.com/index.php?/topic/637-mark-steele-5g-smart-secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-technology/
https://stop5g.cz/en/tag/secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-technology/
https://stop5g.cz/en/tag/secret-militarized-armaments-in-residential-technology/
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sickness due to the 5G radiation assult, combined with the LED lamps that 

were switched on, even though it was broad daylight.  This has been 

covered up by the 5G-colluding press. Read the following testimonials 

and comments from Glastonbury.  
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 The symptoms listed by Jodie Taylor, below, are signs of radiation assault. 
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Michael Eavis, who rents out his land to the Glastonbury Festival each 

year, was warned about the potential SMART 5G dangers and advised to 

exit his contract with the telecommunications company EE. He was also 

informed that festival goers could sue Glastonbury Festival Ltd under the 

Companies Manslaughter Act 2008. Read the full text in to the right. Eavis' 

response was: "Oh nonsense, I am going to have to put the phone down." 

  

  

If the above were not serious enough, read below how 

technicians have been told to go out and "tweak" things so 

we don't "catch on" to that we are being radiated by not 

getting the "obvious" radiation symptoms like those who 

attended Glastonbury Festival. In other words those 

attending Glastonbury Festival were used as lab rats to 

assist the telecoms industry in fine tuning their weaponry 

so the kill doesn't "look like" it comes from them!    
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SMART 5G LED is murder by design. At Glastonbury the LED lights 

were deliberate switched on, despite the fact that it was broad daylight and 

sunny, because when switched on they emit maximum levels of radiation. 

LED lamps emit radiation whether switched on OR OFF. 

 

Many are already suffering sickness coming from the SMART 5G LED 

streetlamps, often being erected stealth in the night, so those in the know 

can't protest. Read here how councils are avoiding all questions and 

concerns about the LED killer lamps. They now refuse to receive letters of 

complaint from the public. Your local council has become the instigator 

of your murder. 
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People are already getting sick from driving up and down the new SMART 

motorways. It's incredible that those construction workers working full 

speed at building them, such as along the M20 (observed July, 2019) don't 

realize that themeselves and their families will die from the technology 

they are erecting. Shame on you! 

 

  

 

  

The same applies to trains, where many trees have been removed, to ensure 

you more effectively get sick. 
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We have been duped to desire and become addicted to wifi and wireless 

gadgets that are already very harmful to all biological life BELOW 5G 

radiation levels. With 5G they ensure we radiate ourselves to death, unless 

we change our habits and destroy this technology - in addition to having to 

battle with the radiation coming from all the stealth weaponry being 

erected everywhere - but the young will suffer the most - they are the most 

addicted - and because radiation is invisible - and one doesn't feel anything 

- many will not change their waves - before it's too late.  That's why we 

have to act now by assisting in the global awakening! 

Lloyds of London does not insure SMART, 5G, WIFI or 

related technologies as they know these will harm and kill 

millions, and are not willing to pay out compensation for 

medical repercussions. The same applies if your house 

burns down due to a smart meter fire.  

Lloyds of London is one of the world’s leading insurance 

brokers. No insurance company will pay out when Lloyds 

of London says no. If this doesn’t tell you something, what 

does?  

  

https://prepareforchange.net/2019/04/23/why-is-lloyds-of-london-

excluding-coverage-for-5g/ 

https://smartmeterharm.org/2015/03/18/lloyds-of-london-excludes-

liability-coverage-for-rfemf-claims/ 

 Remember! There will be 

no children tomorrow unless 

we act now. If we don’t 

they will die with us, or 

before us. They are already 

been sterilized and slow 

killed by sitting in wireless 

classrooms. Youngest 

children are the most 

exposed.  
 

 

https://prepareforchange.net/2019/04/23/why-is-lloyds-of-london-excluding-coverage-for-5g/
https://prepareforchange.net/2019/04/23/why-is-lloyds-of-london-excluding-coverage-for-5g/
https://smartmeterharm.org/2015/03/18/lloyds-of-london-excludes-liability-coverage-for-rfemf-claims/
https://smartmeterharm.org/2015/03/18/lloyds-of-london-excludes-liability-coverage-for-rfemf-claims/
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Rolling your eyes in disbelief, sticking your head in the sand or going into 

shock from fear won't change anything. FAILURE TO ACT RESULTS 

IN DEATH. 

As it stands today the police are being deployed to protect this annihilation 

technology despite the fact that they are not immune to SMART 5G LED 

radiation, and in addition carry TETRA equipment that draws radiation 

direct into their bodies - therefore they will die quicker. The day will come 

when they will have to stand with us and remove this technology - and 

save their lives - or die in service to the biggest criminals in the word = 

their bosses. 

 

To learn about the perpertrators of this crime against humanity, and the 

systems they are using to enforce it, read Part 2. Below are immediate 

steps you can take to save your life. 

 

Immediate steps you can take to save life:  

1. Send this pdf/email/linked document to all you know and ask them to 

forward it to everyone THEY know and so on.  

2. Set up a local activists group where you live and share this 

information.  

3. Inform everyone in your neighbourhood/street/workplace of this 

horrible truth. They need to know to take steps to protect themselves. 

4. Coordinate your local group to go door to door to everyone in your 

street/block. Get others to take the next street etc.  

5. Hold emergency meetings in your village, town, city, where you 

work, schools, kindergartens and hospitals. Some of these are already 

under massive radiation attacks because of cell ‘phone towers on 

their roofs.   

6. Demand that schools immediate remove all cell ‘phone towers and 

wifi and hold your children at home until this action is taken. 

7. Crowd your city council with your demands of removing and 

destroying all SMART 5G LED technology weapons in your area 

where you live. Tell your politicians that their job is to represent 

your needs and desires where you live and not to interact and 

cooperate with big technocratic businesses to profit THEM.  

8. If your city councillor or local politician(s) do nothing to remove, 

destroy and destruct (to melt) this genocide technology within one 

week, we need to take action and do it ourselves. This is not the time 
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to wait for everyone else to do something. Everyone must come 

together and set up a strategy plan for their  neighbourhood to 

remove all lethal technology in your own home, streets and 

neighbourhoods before this technology remove us to the grave.  

9. Get an emergency generator and share electricity with neighbours. 

10. FAILURE TO ACT MAY RESULT IN BRAIN CANCER AND 

DEATH.  

 

 

Alex Jones' (InfoWars) 5G Special 

https://www.brighteon.com/6045843679001 

https://www.brighteon.com/6024697818001 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jODoxkGd8Rk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D4d6-YBRn0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_soH8IWCoM 

https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-

GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AY56fZOc-Q 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoWLxxYtSmU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lumRu-NkQu8 

https://www.saveusnow.org.uk/ 

https://www.5gawareness.com/ 

https://justiniandeception.wordpress.com/ 

http://humansarefree.com/2019/05/exposed-all-queens-agents-

and.html?m=0 

 

https://www.brighteon.com/56654081-2060-4639-9334-ec634cb113f6
https://www.brighteon.com/6045843679001
https://www.brighteon.com/6024697818001
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jODoxkGd8Rk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4D4d6-YBRn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_soH8IWCoM
https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg
https://the5gsummit.com/?fbclid=IwAR1ocWCtzxdhuRLlVSGrQ-GxmtEenC2DZoFR6TDlDahpw-vsz8ldoLcHcjg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AY56fZOc-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoWLxxYtSmU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lumRu-NkQu8
https://www.saveusnow.org.uk/
https://www.5gawareness.com/
https://justiniandeception.wordpress.com/

